Classes dual to Schubert cycles constitute a basis on the cohomology ring of the ag manifold F , self-adjoint up to indexation with respect to the intersection form. Here, we study the bilinear form (X ; Y ) := hX Y ; c(F )i where X; Y are cocycles, c(F ) is the total Chern class of F and h ; i is the intersection form. This form is related to a twisted action of the symmetric group of the cohomology ring, and to the degenerate a ne Hecke algebra. We give a distinguished basis for this form, which is a deformation of the usual basis of Schubert polynomials, and apply it to the computation of the Schubert cycle expansions of Chern classes of ag manifolds.
Introduction and preliminaries
Let V be a complex vector space of dimension n, and F = F(V ) be the variety of To recover an action of the symmetric group, one can take any q 2 C and de ne D i := i + q@ i ; 1 i n ? 1 :
(3) These operators still satisfy the braid relations
together with D 2 i = 1 ; (5) so that they generate a representation of the symmetric group S n on the polynomial ring C x 1 ; : : : ; x n ], as well as on the cohomology ring H (F ; C ). These operators have been considered by Cherednik and Bernstein (cf. 2] 3]). Similar operators, acting on the equivariant K-theory of ag manifolds, have been used by Lusztig 13] . More general operators satisfying braid relations have been given in 12].
As @ i decreases degrees by 1, all q 6 = 0 will give equivalent representations of S n , and by homogeneity, the general case can be recovered from the case q = 1. For simplicity, we set q = 1, and write s i := i + @ i : (6) We denote as above by s the product of operators s i corresponding to a permutation . Remark that the operator algebra generated by the s i and the variables x j (interpreted as operators f 7 ! x j f) is isomorphic to the degenerate a ne Hecke algebra considered in 2]. Schubert calculus for other classical groups can be found in the work of Fulton 7] and of Pragacz and Ratajski 15] . This paper is organized as follows. We rst de ne certain elements (Yang-Baxter operators) of the degenerate a ne Hecke algebra. Then we use them to de ne a bilinear form on the cohomology of a ag manifold. We exhibit a distinguished basis, called a ne Schubert polynomials, and compute its adjoint basis. We then apply this formalism to the computation of the Schubert expansions of Chern classes. (8) It follows that given a n-uple of parameters u = (u 1 ; : : : ; u n ), one can de ne for any per- Then, for any polynomial f,
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Proof | Recall that the classes of the Schubert polynomials X , 2 S n , form a basis of H (F) = C X]=I + . Given and i such that`( i ) >`( ), the polynomial X is symmetrical in x i and x i+1 . As such, it is sent to 0 by the operator r i = i + @ i ? 1. Now, for any permutation 6 = !, there exists an i such that`( i ) >`( ). If we choose a reduced decomposition of ! ending by i , ! = i , say, we see that X is sent to 0 by @ ! = @ @ i and by r ! = r r i .
Thus, r ! as well as @ ! annihilate all Schubert polynomials X for 6 = !. In general, one has Z ! = X ! , Z = X +(terms of degree >`( )), and Z id = 1, the last identity being due to the fact that ! (Z ! ) is symmetrical with term of lowest degree X id = 1. Let fA g and fB g be two bases of H n . We denote by M(A; B) the transition matrix from the basis fA g to the basis fB g, with the convention A = X M(A; B) B : (13) For example, M(Z; X) = hZ ; X ! i and M(X; Z) = (X ; Z _ ! ). These matrices have a symmetry property , thanks to the following property of the scalar product: h!P ; !Qi = (?1)`( !) hP ; Qi : (14) Indeed, taking into account the two identities 
and these numbers constitute the rst column of the matrix M(X; Z _ ). Equivalently, they are equal to the absolute values of the entries of the last row of M(Z _ ; X). 7 Tables for n = 4 7.1 A ne Schubert polynomials 
